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In preparation for viewing Luke and Acts rhetorically, we set Mark and Matthew side by side, to see how these earlier works
demonstrate the influence of rhetoric’s rules and practices. It will show us, at least, however briefly we look, that we are not
examining Luke and Acts for something that is not already encountered elsewhere.
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Ancient Rhetoric’s rules
cover Idea, Structure,
Writing Style, Memory
and Performance. For the
writing act itself, many
conventions and devices
existed. Chief among
them were dualities and
word/phrase repetitions.
For the reading act, the
reader had the assistance
of the rhetor’s choice of
writing style. It greatly
helped with the parsing
and punctuating of texts
which in their manuscript
form consisted only of
columns of letters and
edentations with allied
spaces.

My Exhibition Artwork of Mark’s Gospel (2013) presents my PhD
Thesis of 1998, The Markan Matrix, published in 1999. It shows the
structure in four series (ABB’A’) of seven days which fulfils the rule
on the skeleton or framework of a book, that it should not be too
obviously expressed in the text, because that could render the work
repetitive and possibly boring.
The Narrative is a drama which exemplifies simplicity and exhibits a
mastery of organisation suitable for a Greek Tragedy. It also
evidences a matrix which works horizontally, vertically and
diagonally. Dualities balance, augment and magnify meaning and
give clarity to the rhetor’s purpose. The ‘days’ are representative,
as if taken from a diary and not all consecutive by any stretch of the
imagination. In the first three days of each series, Jesus is
completing the Old Covenant; in the second three days, after a
Homeric turning point, he is establishing the New.
The Homeric use of Seven Days, in the arrangement of ABB’XABB’
for the Iliad, is replicated in each of the four Series of Mark. Title,
Prologue and Epilogue complete the Book. (Aristotle is worth
reading on the rules for the Epilogue: see Ars Rhetorica).

Rhetorical analysis
Structure: symmetry: vertical ABB’A’ (4 Series)
confirms the sequence in
x horizontal ABB’XABB’ (7 Days)
the writings of Mark
+ diagonal correspondences AABB’XABB’ to A’ABB’XABB’
(priority), Matthew, Luke, (for ‘teaching’; for ‘table-meal’) AABB’XABB’ to A’ABB’XABB’
then Acts. This then is the
dualities: e.g. Feedings: ‘5,000’/’4,000’
order we will take in this
e.g. identity of Jesus: ‘John/Elijah/prophet’
paper.
crossovers: e.g. teaching blocks: A ABB’XABB’ to A’ ABB’XABB’
The Ideas of the writers/
rhetors and their
purposes in writing come
out of the text. A work of
ancient rhetoric is tightly
designed and disciplined
in its shape and
composition to aid its
reading, aid memory and
ease its performance.
The structure itself will
never be ‘extraordinarily
complex’ and, therefore,
unobtainable from the
text at its first reading (as
some wrongly suppose).
Likewise, if anyone says
that they have found
evidence of structure in a
book and says he/she has
identified meaningful
correspondences (say, in
concentric structures?)
without describing the
structure of the whole
text, then their work must
be judged as incomplete:
the structure is still to be
found.

e.g. sinners’ feasts: A ABB’XABB’ to A’ ABB’XABB’

Writing style: dactylic

abb’ throughout
where a is introductory, b is the first development and b’ is the
concluding second and corresponding development.
Most frequent introductory words: Kai;, Kai; eujqu;", Kai; pavlin

Memory:

Mark displays a matrix of relationships:
horizontal, vertical and diagonal
Centres: middle days/middle series mention ajnasta;" (cf.
also, first day, AABB’XABB’, and last day, A’ABB’XABB’)
FINGER-COUNTING: mainly one-handed?
NOTE: First Day of Narrative – Sunset on the Old Sabbath
Last Day of Narrative – Sunrise on the New Sabbath

Performance:
significant numbers, at strategic points (as a reading check?):
‘2+2’ (Prologue B’); ’7’ (Epilogue A)
confirming layout: 2 Series of 7 Days cradling 2 Series of 7 Days

Idea: A Drama which tells how Jesus completed the Old Covenant
and established the New
ahead of what was to happen in AD 70.
The framework, 4 x 7, appears to have meaning:
‘four’ hints at the four winds (four points of the compass)
and ‘seven’ of perfection/completion/fulfilment.
This Gospel is Good News for the World.
One change made since The Markan Matrix was published is that
the Title (1.1) is now read separately from the Prologue (1.2-20). A
strict reading of the writing style requires this, but support has
come recently through the discovery of a Latin Commentary on the
Gospels which has Mark beginning with Kaqw;" gevgraptai, 1.2.

My Exhibition Artwork on Matthew’s Gospel (2014) presents work
that I began in 1982, published in Cardiff in 1988 and first translated
into a pen and ink artwork in 1989. There is a huge distinction to be
made between Mark and Matthew in the matter of purpose: Mark
is a drama; Matthew is a Manual of Instruction. Matthew is a
chiastic arrangement of eleven sections, 1-5C5’-1’ which are each
made-up of ‘fourteens’ and in the case of Sections 2 and 2’ three
fourteens.
Matthew’s Gospel was conceived from the beginning as a Manual of
Instruction and, as such, it is supremely organised for memorising
and presenting to an audience from memory. The opening piece
seems intended to inform the reader that the rhetor’s structural
interest is in ‘threes’ and ‘fourteens’. The contents of the work are
presented, as for Mark, in the form of a matrix.
In the fourteen pieces of Sections 1,3,4,5,C,5’,4’,3’,1’, the sequence
of parts can be described as abb’xabb’:abb’xabb’. In Sections 2 and
2’ (the ‘Blessings’ and ‘Woes’ respectively) many of the units which
make up the text are smaller than elsewhere and display a mixture
of writing styles. Here, the sequences of parts can be described as
A(1-14):B(1-14):A’1-14).

Structure:

symmetry: vertical 1-5,C,5’-1’ (11 Sections)
x horizontal ABB’XABB’:ABB’XABB’ (14parts)
+ diagonal 4.1-11 and 26.36-46 (see below)
dualities: e.g. Feedings: ‘5,000’/’4,000’
e.g. (Mt. in part) Jesus’ identity: ‘John/Elijah/prophet’ (Lk. in full)
crossovers: e.g. teaching blocks: Sections 2; 4; C; 4’; 2’
e.g. Trials/Temptations: 4.1-11 and 26.36-46
e.g. to kill…./King Jesus killed: 2.7-12 and 27.45-61

Writing style:

abb’, with abb’, aa’ and abb’a’ for Sections 2 & 2’
Most frequent introductory word: Tovte

Memory:

Matthew displays a matrix of relationships:
horizontal, vertical and diagonal
Centre/middle: parables of the Kingdom
FINGER-COUNTING: two-handed (cf. Sumerian counting,
but in this case: 14 on the left hand and 5 on the right)

Performance:
significant numbers, at strategic points (as a reading check?):
‘3x14’ (First piece/Prologue); ’11’ (Last piece)
confirming layout: 11 sections, 2 and 2’: 3x14 pieces

Idea:

A Manual of Instruction for Jews which shows that
Jesus is to the New Covenant
what Moses was to the Old.
The Framework of 11 Sections parallels the ‘eleven’ disciples:
these are ‘the teachers’ of the World.
The Book is made up of three major divisions,
each with seventy parts (5x14)
(‘seventy’, of course, is the Gentile number
and the total number of pieces, ‘210’, is
just another NT triangular number, Σ1-20).

Mark and Matthew share many features of rhetorical composition
and separately and together demonstrate the influence of rhetoric’s
rules and practices. It is to the comparison of Matthew and Luke
that we now turn.
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As further preparation, we set Matthew and Luke side by side and complete the preliminaries.

Immediately, we can see
that Matthew and Luke
have something in
common that is not
generally recognised.
Rhetorical analysis shows
that they both consist of
eleven Sections in chiastic
arrangement.
It is a sure sign that
ancient rhetoric’s rules of
composition are being
followed by the rhetor of
Luke’s Gospel when the
Sections of Luke are
created structurally to
correspond to each other.
While they do not consist,
as in Matthew, of the
same number of pieces
per section, they,
nevertheless, exhibit a
significant work of
creating symmetries and
for linking the
‘numbering’ of the
sections with their
contents and
arrangements. This can
only have been carried
out in this way to aid the
memorising of the Gospel.
It is noteworthy that the
three parts of Matthew’s
Gospel have their echo in
Luke’s: the Central Section
takes up about a third of
the book, bordered by a
third before it and a third
after it.
Matthew exhibits a strong
repetitious and rigorous
structure, which is
relieved only in Sections 2
and 2’, by writing-style
variety and a collection of
parts which is three-times
the normal number.
In comparison, Luke
exhibits what one might
call an artistic use of
symmetry as he creates
balances across the whole
of his work. His Section 4,
From Sinners to Disciples,
is particularly fascinating:
his Sermon on the Plain
(4,8,4,8,4 in structure) sits
with 4 x 2 stories each
side of it. In the first set,
Jesus is calling, cleansing,
healing, forgiving, as in
the second, but the first
fulfils the Law and the
second the Prophets. With
the Sermon he pulls the
Section all together with
Mt 7.12, comparing also
‘sinners’ and ‘disciples’.

My Exhibition Artwork on Matthew’s Gospel presents work that I
began in 1982, published in Cardiff in 1988 in a larger work, and
first translated into a pen and ink artwork in 1989.
Matthew is a chiastic arrangement of eleven sections, 1-5C5’-1’,
which are each made-up of ‘fourteens’ and in the case of Sections 2
and 2’ ‘three-fourteens’.
The closing formula which is used five times (see below) concludes
sections of teaching (which are not only teachings: see in the case
of Section 2’). The rhetor is identifying Jesus with Moses and these
teachings with the New Law. In the opening birth narrative, the
rhetor rewrites a known midrash on the birth of Moses and applies
it to Jesus, further signifying Jesus’ identity with that of Moses.
Mountain mentions add to this Gospel’s picture of Jesus as Moses.
Matthew’s Gospel was conceived as a Manual of instruction and, as
such, it is supremely organised for memorising and presenting to an
audience from memory. It too has a presentation in the form of a
matrix.
In the fourteen pieces of Sections 1,3,4,5,C,5’,4’,3’,1’, the sequence
of parts can be described as abb’xabb’:abb’xabb’. In Sections 2 and
2’ (see: ‘Blessings’ and ‘Woes’ respectively) many of the units which
make up the text are smaller than elsewhere and display a mixture
of writing styles (abb’, aa’ and abb’a’).

Structure:

symmetry: vertical 1-5,C,5’-1’ (11 Sections)
x horizontal ABB’XABB’:ABB’XABB’ (14 arts)
+ diagonal 4.1-11 and 26.36-46, Jesus’
trials/temptations
2.7-12 and 27.45-61, to kill King
Jesus/King Jesus killed:
lots of dualities: e.g. Feedings: ‘5,000’/’4,000’
e.g. identity of Jesus: ‘John/Elijah/prophet’ (in part)
Matthew’s genealogy of Jesus: 3x14, Jesus begins the 7th7th era
repetitions: 5x ‘And it came to pass, when
he had finished….’

My Exhibition Artwork on Luke’s Gospel (2014) presents work that I
began in Cambridge in 1982 on the Central Section of Luke’s Gospel
for an Undergraduate Dissertation, which was published in a larger
work in Cardiff in 1988 (first translated into an artwork in 1989).
[Section C: 1982-83, following, at first, Bailey, Talbert & Goulder,
I established that 9.43b opens this Section and not 9.51. When I
offered this at the 2003 BNTConference in a plenary session, I was
ignored. A duality requires it: 9.43b-45 cf. 18.31-34, for the
responses of the disciples each time.]
For Luke’s Gospel, the rhetor utilises the same 1-5C5’-1’ framework
as Matthew, but twice more too: in the middle of his Central Section
and for his Genealogy.

Structure:

symmetry: vertical 1-5,C,5’-1’ (11 Sections)
x horizontal ABB’/ABA’/ABB’ (varied)
Lots of dualities: e.g. throughout the Central Section: 1:1’,2:2’, etc.
and throughout the work, between one section and another.
Re: identity of Jesus, ‘John/Elijah/prophet’: with 9.1-9, 18-22, two
are brought together, hence a ‘Great Omission’ of Markan material.
Luke’s genealogy of Jesus: 1-5C5’-1’ Jesus begins the 12th7th era
repetitions: ‘And it came to pass….’
Jesus’ temptations, 4.1-13: Luke re-orders Mt. to create symmetry:
a(‘If you are the Son of God..’)b(-)a’(‘If you are the Son of God..’)
Luke splits Mt. 10.34-39 to provide openings to opposite sections
in the Central Section: 12.49ff. and 14.25ff.

Writing style:

abb’/abb’, and abb’. See the Prologue, 1.1-4, for
an introduction to writing style as it is given to the reader to expect
throughout the whole work: a threefold protasis followed by a
threefold apodosis. The piece places emphasis on ‘literary order’ to
bring out the ‘certainty’ of earlier catechism.

abb’, with abb’, aa’ and abb’a’ for Sections 2 & 2’
Most frequent introductory word: Tovte

(With this, we connect Luke with Mark. In Mark’s Final Series of
Days, central to its presentation is Jesus ‘being fragranced’, each
side of which are references to temple for its sacrifices and the new
temple of Jesus’ body. To Mark, the certainty is about Jesus’
‘fragrant offering, an acceptable sacrifice, pleasing to God’. Luke
shows, in his opening section, that he can contrast John born under
Law with Jesus born under Grace. Luke and Mark are sermonising!)

Memory:

Memory:

Writing style:

Matthew displays a matrix of relationships:
horizontal, vertical and diagonal
Centre/middle: parables of the Kingdom
FINGER-COUNTING: two-handed (cf. Sumerian counting,
but in this case: 14 on the left hand and 5 on the right)

Performance:
significant numbers, at strategic points (as a reading check?):
‘3x14’ (First piece); ’11’ (Last piece)
confirming layouts: 9 out of 11 sections of 14 pieces
2 out of 11 sections: 3x14 pieces

Idea:

A Manual of Instruction for Jews which shows that
Jesus is to the New Covenant what Moses was to the Old.
The 11 Sections of the Framework represent the ‘eleven’ disciples:
they are the appointed teachers of the World.
The Book is made up of three major divisions,
each with seventy parts
(‘seventy’, of course, is the Gentile number,
and the total number of pieces, 210, is
another NT triangular number).

replicating sectional numbers in the parts:
Section 3
3 moral teachings
3 trials (note: symmetry)
3 ‘rebukings’ *
(*here, Luke makes ‘3’ by changing Mark’s words)
Section 3’
3 denials (structurally: AbA’)
3 trials (cf. other writers)
3 rejections (structurally: AbA’)
Section 4
structure: 4x2/4-8-4-8-4/4x2
Section 5
‘5,000’ (an accidental centre?)

Performance: symmetries throughout play a huge part in
memory, and when linked to the actual number of the section, who
can doubt the intention of the rhetor?

Idea:

re-structured and re-mythologised,
it is a Gospel for the Gentiles, which begins, turns and ends
on actions happening or about to happen in Jerusalem
and which sets Law and Grace in tension
(where Grace is superior)
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In exploring Luke and Acts side by side, we identify their rhetorical characteristics and determine the rhetorical links that bind
these two documents together.

Luke and Acts are usually
thought to be the works
of the same author.
Rhetorical analysis of the
two books does not
seriously undermine this
view, but it has to be said
that all rhetors had the
ability to mimic another’s
work (as 2Peter 3.1 links
the works of two rhetors).
Both books are introduced
as written for a man called
Theophilus, but whether
he is a patron, or whether
he is to be interpreted as My Exhibition Artwork on Luke’s Gospel (2014) presents work that I
any God-lover, is a matter began in Cambridge in 1982 on the Central Section of Luke’s Gospel
for an Undergraduate Dissertation, which was published in Cardiff
that will not be resolved.
Clearly, the Gospel was
written before Acts.
Indeed, there is much to
commend the view that
the Central Section of the
Gospel was constructed
before even a book was
considered. This Section
accounts for about onethird of the book. In its
first-half, it draws from
Mark and Matthew (but
mainly Matthew) and
requires 53 verses or so
from Luke to complete it;
in its second-half, it draws
from Mark and Matthew
and requires something
like 109 verses from Luke
to complete its balance of
presentations of themes.
When we lay Luke and
Acts side by side, we see
that, just as the Gospel’s
Central Section exposes
balance of themes, so
now, between the books
we see similar balances.
The correspondences
between the books are
considerable. As structure
tends in ancient rhetoric
to disclose purpose and
meaning, as we have seen
in Mark and Matthew, so
we need to ask what this
matter of book
correspondences might
mean. My assessment is
that our writer expects his
readers to see that he is
saying that Jesus lives
again in the life of his
church and that it is a Life
of Mission that the Spirit
brings to birth, directs in
the world and sustains
through every kind of trial.
We note also that these
two books are written by
a Gentile - for Gentiles.

in 1988 as part of a bigger work (and first translated into a pen and
ink artwork in 1989).

Idea:

this Gospel is a fresh representation
of the contents and meanings of both Mark and Matthew,
re-structured and re-mythologised
to disclose the certainties about the Gospel
for the Gentiles,
which, in its telling, begins, turns and ends
on actions happening or about to happen in Jerusalem
and which sets Law and Grace in tension
(Grace is superior)

My Exhibition Artwork on Acts (2014, revised 2018) presents work
that I began in Cambridge in 1982. As part of a larger work, it was
published in Cardiff in 1988 and first made into an artwork in 1989.

Idea:

the rhetor’s intension for his second book is to say
that the Life of Jesus is lived over again in the Life of the Church
and that it is a Life of Mission that the Spirit* brings to birth,
directs in the world
and sustains through every kind of trial.

*Of the 53 or so references to divine guidance given, approximately
26 no. are of the Spirit/Holy Spirit, 12 of an angel, 11 of the Lord and
4 of vision. To this rhetor, the church is founded by God. (I spy the
influence of the last chapter of Deuteronomy upon this work: as it
was for the Old Covenant community, so also it was for the New.)

Structure: symmetry:

Structure: symmetry:

Details linked across the books - significant in all sections
Samples: Section 1: In Jerusalem/cf. Zechariah’s disbelief (Is.6?),
Mary’s belief/promises of Births
Section C: ‘in the ears of’ (9.44)
duality of Sabbaths (13.10, 14.1)/
Gentile Mission pre-figured/
Eternal Life and Law (10.25, 18.18,30)/
‘shook off the dust..’ (10.11, but also 9.5)/
ejrcomevnh/ (13.33, some trustworthy ms.)/
‘entry into the Kingdom of God’ (18.17,24,25)
Section 1’: In Jerusalem/disbelief gives way to belief/
promise of power

Details linked across the books - significant in all sections
Samples: Section 1: In Jerusalem/convincing proofs/
promise of power
Section C: ‘in the ears of’ (11.22)
duality of Sabbaths (13.14b, 13.44)/
Gentile Mission being fulfilled/
Eternal Life and Law (13.46,48)/
‘shook off the dust..’ (13.51)/
ejrcomevnh/ (13.44)/
‘entry into the Kingdom of God’, 14.22
Section 1’ In Rome/disbelief and belief, Is.6.9-10

vertical
1-5,C,5’-1’ (11 Sections)
x horizontal
ABB’/ABA’/ABB’ (varied)
symmetries: vertical 1-5,C,5’-1’ for themes
horizontal ABB’; ABB’/ABA’/ABB’
main themes linked across the books
1
Promises of Births
2
Jesus’ Birth; Salvation
3
Jesus’ Trials/Rejection
4
Sinners to Disciples
5
Jesus: the Christ & Judge
C
Jesus’ Journey to Jerusalem
5’
Jesus: the Christ & Judge
4’
Disciples to Sinners/Jesus’ arrest
3’
Jesus’ Trials/Rejections
2’
Jesus’ Dies; Salvation
1’
Belief and Disbelief/Promise

Writing style:

abb’/abb’, abb’
Most frequent introductory words: jEgevneto de; and variations

vertical
1-5,C,5’-1’ (11 Sections)
x horizontal
ABB’/ABA’/ABB’ (varied)
symmetries: vertical 1-5,C,5’-1’ for themes
horizontal ABB’; ABB’/ABA’/ABB’
main themes linked across the books
1
Promises of power/‘120’ (triangular no.)
2
Birth of Church’s Mission; 3,000 saved
3
Apostles’ and Others’ Trials
4
Saul’s arrest of followers/Conversion
5
Role of Vision and Spirit/Christ the Judge
C
Journeys to Jerusalem, to Antioch Ps (mid.)
5’
Role of Vision and Spirit/Christ the Judge
4’
Paul’s arrest
3’
Paul’s Trials
2’
All are to die, but ‘no’ all ‘276’ are saved
1’
Belief and Disbelief

Writing style:

abb’/abb’, abb’
Most frequent introductory words: jEgevneto de; and OiJ me;n ou\n

Memory: served by the book’s chiasm, 1-5C5’-1’;

Memory: served by the book’s chiasm, 1-5C5’-1’;

sectional symmetry; and
inclusios: Cc: 13.1-14a with 14.24-28
5: ‘turned to the Lord’
5’: ‘Phrygia & Galatia’

sectional symmetry; and
replicating section numbers with contents

Performance:
symmetries throughout play a huge part in the memorising and
delivering of the text; 11 Sections cf. 11 Disciples (see Section 1’)
Some time ago now, I read Donald Miesner’s chapter on ‘Paul’s
Missionary Journeys, Patterns and Implications’ (Perspectives in
Luke-Acts, Ed. Talbert) and was stimulated by it to consider Acts
after the manner of Luke. Miesner had taken his cue from Bailey
and Goulder regarding Luke’s central journey to Jerusalem, but…

Performance:

symmetries (see Gospel), with pauses between
sections, for a telling of the founding of the church in the Roman
world, with plenty of Thucydidean-style speeches (25% of the book)
… unfortunately for us all, he considered only Paul’s journeyings and
that part of Acts which is taken up with them. If he had started with
Peter’s journeyings, he’d have got to a different place. We all would
have!
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In exploring Luke and Acts
side by side, I place the
Prologues, one after the
other.
At some point in our
discussion, the writing
style of the writer/rhetor
has to be presented and,
as it is in the prologues of
their works that writers
clearly and deliberately
displayed their writing
style to their readers. It
seemed to me to be
appropriate, therefore, to
present the two prologues
as I now ‘parse’ them.
The Prologue to the
Gospel is always viewed as
1.1-4. It is a single
sentence (with a threefold
protasis followed by a
threefold apodosis; two
parts/halves, each of
three pieces). One key
question is whether or
not ajkribw'" qualifies
parhkolouqhkovti or
kaqexh'". Both ‘parsing’
and the ordering of Luke’s
work lead me to the view
that it is the latter of
these two.
The Prologue to the Acts,
in contrast, is defined in
various ways: 1.1-3, 1.1-5,
1.1-11 and 1.1-14. I am led
to describe it as 1.1-9. I
want to say that my
overall thesis is not
dependent on my
accuracy here, but it is the
writing style of the writer
which leads me to the
view that 1.1-9 describes
the Prologue’s limits. I find
divisions, also, in other
texts that support this
judgement of mine. The
first Section of this second
book continues to the
same rhythm: 1.1-5/6-9;
1.10-11/12-14; 1.1522/23-26 where all the
parts contain ABB’ pieces
For me, the writing style is
best represented by abb’
or ABB’ where a/A is the
opening piece, b/B is the
first development and
b’/B’ is the second,
paralleling and completing
development of the threepart ‘whole’. It is this
writing style that I find in
all the books of the new
Testament and several of
the Old, as well.

For an introduction to a new piece/part, OiJ me;n ou\n (1.6); with variations see also: 2.41; 5.41; 8.4, 25; 9.31; 11.19;
12.5; 13.4; 15.3, 30; 17.30; 19.33; 23.31; 25.4 and 28.5. (Compare introductory use: 16x for Acts, nil for Luke.)
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From the texts of Luke and Acts, we can discern matching frameworks of composition and a common discipline behind their
detailed formulations. We see how these first century texts worked. We see the purposes for which these documents were
written.

When the two charts of
Luke’s Gospel and of Acts
are compared,
correspondences of
theme become apparent.
Common details are seen
in the texts of
corresponding sections
(book to book)
throughout the works.
In his opening of Acts, the
rhetor rewrites details of
the ascension with which
he concluded his Gospel.
He sets the early days of
the church against the
backdrop of the Jewish
Feast of Weeks. His
motive here is more
theological than
historiographical. The
rhetor’s purpose may
have been judged in the
past to have been
historiographical, to tell
how the church began life
in Jerusalem but ended up
in Rome, but this literary
analysis restores the
theological motive to this
rhetor. And this literary
analysis, when compared
with those of all the New
Testament Books, tends
to the view, one I hold,
that Luke (or his rhetor?)
is the Literary Artist of all
the New Testament
writers (hence, his being
‘Patron of Artists’?), even
also its Literary Sculptor
and Architect!
There is a case for judging
that Acts comprises 100
parts. With each
comprising 3 pieces, we
might describe the book
as comprising 300 pieces
in all. Fascinatingly, the
276th piece of the Book,
27.39-28.6, is the one in
which is satisfied the
prediction of the 274th
piece, 27.7-26, that none
on board the ship, of the
fated sea voyage of the
book, will lose their life.
And it is in the 275th piece,
27.27-38, that the number
of ‘souls’ is given as ‘two
hundred and seventy-six’.
Is this pure coincidence,
or a deliberate match, as
a readers’ check on their
reading the text correctly?
Such correlations do exist
in the Gospels. Rhetors
are to be understood for
their endeavours in more
ways than we ever
imagined, it seems.

It was in February 1982, that I undertook an undergraduate dissertation (to escape a course of lectures, terms’ papers and end
of year exams) on the Central Section of Luke’s Gospel under the guidance of John Drury (while I was a student at Wesley House
and Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge). Bailey, Goulder and Talbot set me on my way, but before long I was doing my own thing.
They were seeing the significance of dualities and how they played their part in establishing structure for the reader. Besides,
sometimes buttoning their waistcoats to their jackets, they also missed significant dualities which set the limits to the books’
sections, though it has to be said that in starting the work, they did well. See Luke 9.43b and Acts 2.42/43-47. Luke and Acts are
in need of fresh representation. The rhetorical features that these books hold within them have not been seen for maybe
seventeen-hundred years!
I dedicate this paper to the memory of Michael Goulder for it was he who had stimulated Talbert, and Bailey in time and in
turn, as also Donald Miesner. Michael did the same too for me personally, and especially when he agreed to have me visit him
for an afternoon in Birmingham, and on two further occasions when he visited me in Birmingham at the United College of the
Ascension, where, a decade later, I was preparing for Overseas Ministry.
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Briefly, at the last, we set our findings on Luke and Acts within the Rhetorical Table of the New Testament.
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David G. Palmer, Sliced Bread:
the Four Gospels, Acts and
Revelation: their Literary
Structures, Ceridwen Press,
Cardiff, 1988. Reviews:
Methodist Recorder, 17th Nov.
1988; Expository Times, Dec.
1989, Vol. 101, Number 3, p.95.
David G. Palmer, New
Testament: New Testimony to
the Skills of the Writers and
First Readers, (Fifth –
Illustrated Exhibition – Edition),
April 2016, Ceridwen Press,
Church Gresley.
My main references for my first
attempts at structural analysis
in Luke:
K.E. Bailey, Poet and Peasant:
A Literary Cultural Approach
to the Parables in Luke,
Eerdmans, 1976;
C.H. Talbert, Literary Patterns,
Theological Themes and the
Genre of Luke-Acts, Soc. Bibl.
Lit./Scholars Press, 1974;
M.D. Goulder, ‘The Chiastic
Structure of the Lucan Journey’,
Texte Untersuchungen Vol.87,
1963, p.195-202
My main reference for my first
attempts at rhetorical analysis:
Burton L. Mack, Rhetoric and
the New Testament, Fortress
Press, Minneapolis, 1990: see
p.31 for his references to
ancient works which became
important to me.
The chart on p.5 first appeared
in New Testament: New
Testimony (New Testimony to
the Skills of the New Testament
Writers), Ceridwen Press, UK
and Sri Lanka, in 2004. The
groundwork for it was carried
out in the 1980s and published
in Sliced Bread: the Four
Gospels, Acts and Revelation:
their Literary Structures,
Ceridwen Press, Cardiff, 1988.
It was re-published in New
Testament: New Testimony to
the Skills of the Writers and
First Readers, (Fifth –
Illustrated Exhibition – Edition),
April 2016, Ceridwen Press,
Church Gresley, and since then
it has undergone only minor
changes.
On Acts journeys: Donald R.
Miesner, ‘The Missionary
Journeys Narrative, Patterns
and Implications’, Perspectives
on Luke-Acts, Ed. C.H. Talbert,
T&T Clark, Edinburgh, 1978

All the books demonstrate that the New Testament writers employed the very same writing style as each other, of abb’.
(Matthew, in some of his shorter ‘teachings’, employs also aa’ and abb’a’ constructions.)
Further, all the books demonstrate the employment of book structure (seven types only) and book sectional-structure
(similarly, seven types in all). Eight books commonly employ one book structural form, six another, five another and so on.
Thirteen books commonly employ one sectional structural form, eight books another, two another and so on.
All the writers knew about the range of structures that were available to them. They were able to identify the ones that other
writers had used before them. They were competent also to choose the structures that were best suited to expressing, or
adding focus and ‘meaning’ to, what it was that they were wanting to say.
Knowing the style and structure of every book enhances our reading and interpretation of them. We can now speak of their
clarity and their aesthetic. We can also, for the first time, accurately discern their function, as well as how they work.

